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Abstract. Research suggests that emotionally responsive machines that can 

simulate empathy increase de acceptance of users towards them, as the feeling 

of affinity towards the machine reduces negative perceptual feedback. In order 

to endow a robot with emotional intelligence, it must be equipped with sensors 

capable of capturing users’ emotions (sense), appraisal captured emotions to 

regulate its internal state (compute), and finally perform tasks where actions are 

regulated by the computed “emotional” state (act). However, despite the im-

pressive progress made in recent years in terms of artificial intelligence, speech 

recognition and synthesis, computer vision and many other disciplines directly 

and indirectly related to artificial emotional recognition and behavior, we are 

still far from being able to endow robots with the empathic capabilities of a 

human being. This article aims to give an overview of the implications of intro-

ducing emotional intelligence in robotic constructions by discussing recent ad-

vances in emotional intelligence in robotics.  
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1 Introduction 

Should a robot have feelings? Based on the world of science fiction, the answer is 

clearly yes. Films such as Blade Runner; 2001: A Space Odissey; I, Robot or Ex 

Machina have shown machines capable of experiencing human feelings such as fear, 

anger or even love. 

Assuming that research and technology reached the capacity to develop an artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) equal to human intelligence or even capable of surpassing hu-

mans in problem solving, there is an open debate of whether this AI would be capable 

of “feeling” emotions the way humans do. Furthermore, controversy exists as to 

whether such capacity is necessary or desirable. Recent advances in the field of affec-

tive computing show applications with increasingly elaborate (though still very basic 

compared to human) emotional intelligence [1, 2], which leads to believe that it is 

only a matter of time before the "fiction" tag disappears from the term science, at least 

as far as emotional intelligence is concerned. 

Despite the growing interest in artificial intelligence (AI) there are numerous disa-

greements about its implications for our society. The future development of machines 
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with AI equal or superior to humans (also known as strong AI), will make human-

machine interaction (HMI) one of the main challenges for the success and acceptance 

of robots. If the acceptance of robotics by users is already a challenge in itself, [3] [4], 

developing robots with intelligence capable of matching or even surpassing human 

intelligence may be a further barrier to the integration of these devices into society 

[5].  

Given the rapid evolution of AI in recent years, it is worth considering the conven-

ience of incorporating these advances in the field of social robotics. The research of 

emotional intelligence oriented to robotics is based on two main pillars: emotion for 

enhancing social interaction, and emotion for improved performance. For interaction, 

emotion can be used to improve the robot likeability and believability, improving 

communication with users an enhancing the user experience. The second main pur-

pose builds on the belief that emotion is key to animals’ ability to survive and navi-

gate in the world and can likewise be applied to robotics [6]. Therefore, this article 

aims to give an overview of the implications of introducing emotional intelligence in 

robotic constructions. 

2 Emotional intelligence in robotics 

Emotional intelligence has been defined as a set of skills hypothesized to contribute to 

the accurate appraisal and expression of emotion in oneself and in others, the effective 

regulation of emotion in self and others, and the use of feelings to motivate, plan, and 

achieve day-to-day actions [7] . On the other hand, among the many definitions of 

robots one of the most accepted is the one provided in [8], where they define a robot 

as an autonomous machine capable of sensing its environment, carrying out computa-

tions to make decisions, and performing actions in the real world. In short, a robot can 

typically do three things: sense, compute, and act. 

Therefore, in order to endow a robot with emotional intelligence, it must be 

equipped with sensors capable of capturing users’ emotions (sense), appraisal cap-

tured emotions to regulate its internal state (compute), and finally perform tasks 

where actions are regulated by the computed “emotional” state (act).     

 

2.1 Automatic Emotion recognition (sense) 

Automatic emotion recognition is the process of identifying human emotion from 

different communication channels such as facial or body gestures, physiological sig-

nals, voice nuances, speech content, etc. Collecting and labeling such signals has been 

a great focus of research during the last decades, driven by the search to enhance the 

user experience in human-machine interactions. In this sense, there has been a shift 

from unimodal systems (in which only one channel is used) to the combination of 

information coming from several channels simultaneously (multimodal emotion 

recognition). 

Automatic emotional recognition is a complicated task, given the enormous num-

ber of small nuances in the human expression of emotions, as well as the variability 

between users, between cultures, etc. To develop computerized emotion recognition 
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systems, it is first necessary to parameterize emotions, so that labelling can be done 

using quantitative computational techniques. Thus, in recent decades, discrete models 

of emotions have evolved into multidimensional models. One of the most widely used 

has been the circumplex model of affect, proposed by James A. Russell [9], where 

emotions can be categorized by 2 dimensions: valence, from unpleasant (negative) to 

pleasant (positive); and arousal, from passive (weak emotion) to active (strong emo-

tion). By varying the values of each dimension, emotions can be plotted on two coor-

dinate axes. The problem with Russell's model is that there are emotions such as fear 

and anger that are located in the same quadrant and very close in a 2D space (both are 

negative and active), so the model has been extended with a third dimension called 

dominance, which ranges from submissive to dominant and reflects the person's con-

trol ability in a certain emotion (see Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Emotions represented as a point along three dimensions [10] 

Once the categorization of human expression has been attained, thanks to the latest 

developments in technologies for capturing movements [11], physiological parame-

ters [10] or voice [12], complemented by the latest advances in deep learning tech-

niques for 2D and 3D face and body expressions identification [13], voice analysis or 

speech interpretation [14], multimodal recognition systems have achieved high recog-

nition rates that are little affected by the variation between users [15]. The ultimate 

challenge, however, is to achieve such success rates in what is known as emotion 

recognition "in the wild". That is, to achieve multimodal emotion recognition in un-

controlled environments with a high variability conditions (light, noise, oclussions, 

etc.) [16, 17].  

 

2.2 Emotional AI (compute) 

Once emotions have been categorized from the information captured by different 

sensors, the appraisal of these emotions is needed to regulate the robot internal state 
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which in turn will determine the following actions to take. In human psychology, 

emotions are recognized as functional in decision-making by influencing motivation 

and action selection. For that reason, computational emotion models are usually em-

bedded in the agent’s decision making architecture [18].  

The factors that influence robots’ affective state and its evolution over time can be 

analyzed based on affective psychology theory [19]. Many important advancements in 

machine learning (ML) and AI are based on biological principles, such as neural net-

works or evolutionary algorithms. Thus, a computational approach to emotions can be 

considered as another example of bio-inspiration in computational science. Emotions 

can be seen as a response to a certain stimulus that elicits a tendency towards a certain 

action [20], and as complex feedback signals that shape behavior [21]. Therefore, 

processing emotions should be approached from a dual perspective: motivated action 

and feedback.  

From an emotionally intelligent robot perspective, this refers to how the system 

transitions from one state to the other using emotional signals and feedback as one of 

the state inputs. Thus, emotional artificial intelligence in robotics can be seen as how 

the system processes emotion, focusing on how input is translated through an algo-

rithm to an output and  whether  or  not  it contains  a  knowledge  of  past  events  or  

history [6].  

There are several types of algorithms used in emotional intelligence,  fuzzy models 

[22], Markov models [17], neural networks [23], Probability  Tables [24],  reinforce-

ment  learning [18]  and  unsupervised machine learning approaches such as K-

means, K-medoids or self-organizing maps [25].  

The future of artificial emotional intelligence is not only linked to the capacity to 

increase processing power, but also to a paradigm shift in artificial intelligence as it is 

understood today. The ultimate goal is to move from what is known as weak or nar-

row AI, which focuses on performing a specific task, to strong AI or artificial general 

intelligence (AGI), which is a hypothetical type of artificial intelligence that would 

surpass the AI known so far. It would be an artificial intelligence whose purpose 

would be to emulate human intelligence as closely as possible, enabling general prob-

lem solving and activities. In this sense, substantial work that has been performed in 

the province of artificial agents [26] since the early Unified Theories of Cognition 

UTC and the SOAR system [27]. In fact, recent works continue employing enhance-

ments to the cognitive architecture proposed in SOAR, for example by combining the 

long-term cognitive planning ability of SOAR and the powerful feature detection 

ability of artificial neural networks (ANNs) [28]. 

It should be noted that "general" means that, instead of specializing in solving a 

single type of problem, the system would emulate what any human being can do. For 

example, current chatbots are built focused on developing a conversation, using in-

creasingly complex algorithms and databases to determine an appropriate reply to the 

user. On the contrary, an ideal strong AI interface, however, would be developed 

having the same sensory perception capabilities as a human being, and go through the 

same education and learning processes. Thus, instead of building the emotional 

knowledge for the robot, developers would need to provide the robot with the ability 

to interact with the environment and learn from those interactions. 
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Robots’ ability to show emotions (act) 

Emotions are psychophysiological reactions that represent ways in which an individu-

al adapts to certain stimuli when perceiving an object, person, place, event, or 

memory. Psychologically, emotions alter attention and activate relevant associative 

networks in the memory. Physiologically, emotions rapidly organize the responses of 

different biological systems, including facial expressions, muscles, voice, endocrine 

system, in order to establish an optimal internal environment for the most effective 

behavior [26]. 

Given the definition of emotion, from a physiological point of view an emotional 

response requires more than an evolved AI. With an adequate level of technological 

development, it would be possible to create a machine capable of adapting to external 

stimuli, of changing its behavior by activating different internal systems, and showing 

emotions by generating a combination of body, facial and vocal expressions.  

The way such emotional reaction is expressed highly depends on the robot’s degree 

of anthropomorphism [27]. For robots with a simple appearance, it may be sufficient 

to express emotions by means of e.g. lights or sounds [28]. However, as the degree of 

anthropomorphism increases, it turns necessary to match the robot's behavior with the 

appearance to avoid falling into the uncanny valley (see Fig. 2). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Masahiro Mori’s graph showing the relation between robot’s human likeness and per-

ceived familiarity (user acceptance). Familiarity increases with human likeness to a point where 

differences in appearance and behavior cause a negative effect [29]. 

Behaviorally, emotions serve to establish our position in relation to our environ-

ment, driving us towards certain people, objects, actions, ideas and away from others. 

Emotions also act as a reservoir of innate and learned influences and possess certain 

invariant characteristics and others that may vary between individuals [30], groups [5,  

3], and cultures [31]. 

For this reason, it is important to take into account the environment in which the 

robot operates. As with humans, the ability of robots to convincingly show emotions 
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depends on being able to adapt their behavior to different interlocutors and environ-

ments.  

3 Users’ preferences for emotionally intelligent robots 

Empathy is defined as the cognitive ability to perceive what another being may feel 

and can be divided into two main components: affective empathy, also called emo-

tional empathy, which is the ability to respond with appropriate emotional reaction to 

the mental states of another; and cognitive empathy, which is the ability to understand 

another's point of view or mental state. 

The added value of the empathic communication comes from different sources. On 

the one hand, empathy improves the efficiency of interaction. Thus, while performing 

actions, human beings send signals that communicate their intentions (glances, hand 

movements, body movements, etc.), which may enable their interlocutors (if trained 

to perceive such signals) to identify them and to collaborate more efficiently to 

achieve joint goals. On the other hand, empathic interaction could help decrease peo-

ple's reluctance to interact with robotic devices and help make humans more comfort-

able with robots and other machines. 

Studies suggest that emotionally responsive machines that can simulate empathy 

increase de acceptance of users towards them, as the feeling of affinity towards the 

machine reduces negative perceptual feedback [32, 33, 34]. Thus, emotional AI is 

founded on behaviors in human sociology as communication, personality, and com-

prehension help promote understanding and empathy during human–human interac-

tion [35]. In the case of robots designed to interact with humans, the ability to respond 

appropriately to the emotional states of the users can enhance the users’ acceptance, 

as robots’ behavior appears more believable and responds to expectations [36].  

It seems that endowing a robot with emotional intelligence can increase empathy 

and improve the user experience, for example as the user does not get bored of inter-

acting with a machine with repetitive and predictive behavior. However, the fact that 

many users are still reluctant to use robotic technology means that special care must 

be taken when developing the robot’s emotional intelligence and designing emotions 

for behavior control. The ‘control degree’ that emotional intelligence has over robot 

behaviors can make robot actions better suited from an empathic interaction point of 

view but may generate unexpected behaviors leading to user rejection. In this sense, 

early studies in human-robot interaction in home environments suggested that users 

do not want a robot companion to be a friend, but to perform the tasks they are in-

tended for whereas humanlike behavior and appearance were less essential [40]. Con-

trary to these results, new studies suggest that robots able to accentuate their own 

personality are preferred by users [41]. 

These divergences may be explained if considering the aesthetic approach to de-

sign anthropomorphic robots, which can lead to fall deep into the uncanny valley if 

the user perceives a mismatch between robot’s appearance and behavior. In addition, 

cultural, age and gender differences have seen to influences the apparition of the un-

canny valley during human-robot-interaction. For example, many studies show that 
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eastern cultures often rate lower levels of the uncanny valley than western cultures 

[42, 43, 44]. Also, studies show that children are less susceptible to the uncanny val-

ley as they are naturally more curious than adults, which is attributed to a lack of me-

dia influence and risk perception [45, 46,  44].  

In view of the disparity of results and the difficulties to make generalizations, we 

can conclude that emotional human-robot interaction represents a challenge for robot-

ic developers. As is the case of strong artificial intelligence discussed before, the ten-

dency should be to develop robots that can adapt to each particular user or group of 

users, learning from the experiences gained from interacting with humans in their 

environment and adapting to user preferences, in the same way that we humans de-

velop our social skills evolving from interaction with our circle of family and friends 

and learning as we gain new experiences. 

4 Conclusions 

Endowing robots with behavior that simulates human emotional behavior is one of the 

ultimate goals of robotics. Such emotional behavior could allow robots to display 

their moods as well as to perceive the moods of users interacting with them. 

However, despite the impressive progress made in recent years in terms of artificial 

intelligence, speech recognition and synthesis, computer vision and many other disci-

plines directly and indirectly related to artificial emotional recognition and behavior, 

we are still far from being able to endow robots with the empathic capabilities of a 

human being. 

As such, research in emotional robotics should focus on overcoming current chal-

lenges in emotional sensing, modelling & computing, and expression: 

• It is necessary to continue investigating what empathy means for different types of 

robots, such as exoskeletons, social robots, service robots, manufacturing robots, 

etc. and to see how they can express empathy in their respective application con-

texts. 

• Empathic interaction should be a dynamic process that evolves with the aim of 

building a relationship with the user over time. Pre-programmed repetitive behav-

iors are not perceived as empathic by the user, especially when the behavioral cues 

used to trigger the robot's actions are known to the user. 

• Since robots do not possess the physiological processes that allow them to be em-

pathic, the short-term solution is to detect the socio-emotional cues transmitted by 

humans and have the robots mimic the empathic behavioral responses that would 

be displayed by humans. However, developments should evolve from this ap-

proach towards providing the robot with the ability to interact with the environ-

ment and learn from those interactions. 

• During experimentation with empathic robots, it is necessary to develop new com-

plex systems with the capabilities to investigate the different aspects of empathic 

behavior and to quantitatively assess their impact.  
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